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Abstract. The circular photogalvanic effect and the circular photon drag effect
are observed and investigated in detail in (110)-grown quantum well structures.
The experimental data are well described by phenomenological theory and
microscopic models of both effects are developed being in agreement with
experimental data.
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1. Introduction

The spin transport in semiconductor nanostructures is one of the key problems of semiconductor
spintronics. Spin–orbit coupling provides a versatile tool to generate and to manipulate the
spin degree of freedom in semiconductors. In low-dimensional structures based on III–V
compound materials spin–orbit coupling removes the spin degeneracy of the energy bands in
k-space, wherek is the electron wavevector. This lifting of spin degeneracy is crucial for the
field of spintronics. Indeed, spin-splitting of the subbands allows electric field control of spin
polarization and spin relaxation, determines the spin relaxation rate by the D’yakonov–Perel’
mechanism, and makes possible spin manipulation by an external electric field. An important
parameter for semiconductor spintronics is the spin relaxation time: it must be sufficiently long
for processing of information encoded as spin polarization. It was shown that in (110)-grown
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells (QWs) the spin relaxation time is considerably longer compared
to that in (001)-oriented QWs. It can reach several nanoseconds even at room temperature and
may be controlled by an electrical field applied in the growth direction [1]–[4]. The reason
for this extraordinarily long spin lifetime is that in symmetric (110)-grown QWs the in-plane
spin splitting is absent because in this symmetry on the one hand there is no Rashba spin–
orbit splitting and on the other hand the Dresselhaus spin splitting is present only for spins
pointing normal to the plane of the QW. As a result, for spins oriented normal to the plane of
the QW, the main spin relaxation mechanism which is caused by spin splitting (D’yakonov–
Perel’ mechanism) is suppressed. The observed increase of spin lifetimes has attracted a great
deal of attention to spin dependent phenomena in (110)-oriented structures. An effective access
to these phenomena in low-dimensional structures is provided by spin photocurrents like the
circular photogalvanic effect (CPGE) [5]–[7] and the spin-galvanic effect (SGE) [8], allowing
investigation of spin relaxation times, spin splitting of the band structure, symmetry properties,
etc (for a review see [9, 10]). So far spin photocurrents were mostly studied in (001)- and
(113)-grown heterostructures.

Here, we report on the observation and study of spin photocurrents in (110)-grown
GaAs/AlGaAs QW structures. It is demonstrated that an optical excitation of QW structures
with circularly polarized radiation leads to a current whose direction and magnitude depends
on the degree of circular polarization of the incident light. The investigated effects comprise
the CPGE and the circular photon drag effect predicted a long time ago [11, 12] but so far not
observed. The CPGE can be considered as a transfer of the photon angular momentum to a
directed motion of a free charge carriers. The circular photon drag effect is caused by transfer of
both angular and linear momenta of photons to free carriers. The photon drag effect solely due
to the transfer of linear momentum from photons, the so-called linear photon drag effect, is a
well-known phenomenon (see e.g. [9], [13]–[16]). It is present in both noncentrosymmetric
and in centrosymmetric semiconductor systems and the inversion of the light helicity does
not affect the sign and magnitude of the linear photon drag current. The circular photon
drag effect reported here, in contrast, represents a photon drag current which reverses its
direction by inversion of the light helicity from left-handed to right-handed and vice versa
and is allowed in gyrotropic media only. A significant part of this work has most recently
been published in [17]. The measurements of photocurrents are carried out under excitation
of samples with infrared radiation at normal and oblique incidence. Infrared radiation is used
to excite inter-subband transitions between the lowest and the first excited subbands of the
investigated QWs. The experimental data are well described by analytical expressions derived
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from a phenomenological theory and fit well to the microscopic picture of CPGE [9, 10].
A microscopic model of the circular photon drag effect is also developed demonstrating that
the generated current has spin dependent origin.

2. Experimental technique

For optical excitation mid-infrared (MIR) and terahertz (THz) laser radiation is used. Depending
on the photon energy and the QW band structure the MIR and THz radiation induce
direct optical transitions between size quantized subbands or, at longer wavelength, indirect
optical transitions (Drude absorption) in the lowest subband. The source of MIR radiation
is a Q-switched CO2-laser with operating spectral range (9.2–10.8µm) corresponding to
inter-subband transitions between the lowest and the first excited subbands of the investigated
QWs. The Q-switched CO2-laser operating at a frequency of 300 Hz provides radiation pulses
with a pulse duration of about 300 ns. High power pulsed THz radiation is obtained by applying
a molecular laser optically pumped by a transversely excited atmospheric pressure carbon
dioxide (TEA-CO2) [9]. Several wavelengths between 77 and 496µm have been selected using
NH3, D2O and CH3F as active media. Typically these lasers emit linearly polarized radiation.
The polarization is modified from linear to circular using a Fresnel rhomb andλ/4 plates for
MIR and FIR radiation, respectively. The helicityPcirc of the incident light is varied from−1
(left-handed circular,σ−) to +1 (right-handed circular,σ+) according toPcirc = sin 2ϕ. In the
present experimental arrangement, the phase angleϕ corresponds to the angle between the
initial plane of polarization and the optical axis of theλ/4 plate or the polarization plane of
the Fresnel rhomb.

Measurements of photocurrents are carried out under excitation of the samples with
infrared or terahertz radiation at normal and oblique incidence. The geometry of the experiment
is sketched in the insets in figures1 and4. The photocurrent is measured in unbiased structures
via the voltage drop across a 50� load resistor. The experiments are carried out at room
temperature on asymmetrical (110)-oriented GaAs/Al0.34Ga0.66As molecular beam epitaxy
grown heterostructures containing 100 QWs of 8.2 nm width separated by 40 nm barriers. Two
n-type structures with electron concentrationns about 7× 1011 cm−2 per QW and various doping
profiles are investigated. The sample A contains Si-doped layers of 10 nm width in each barrier
shifted from the barrier center by the distance of 10 nm. In sample B, the doped layer of the same
width is placed in the center of each barrier. Samples have sizes about 5× 5 mm2. The sample
edges are oriented alongx ‖ [11̄0] andy ‖ [001̄] in the QW plane, thez-axis points parallel to
the structure growth direction. To measure electrical currents ohmic contacts are prepared in the
center of each sample edge.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. Normal incidence

Irradiating the samples at normal incidence results in a photocurrentjx whose temporal structure
reproduces that of the laser pulse as shown in figure1.

The data are well described by the sum of two terms: one of them is proportional to sin 2ϕ

and the other∝ sin 4ϕ. This behavior, also obtained at THz excitation, can be understood from
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Figure 1. Photogalvanic current in (110)-grown GaAs QWs (sample B) as a
function of the phase angleϕ. The results were obtained atλ = 10.6µm under
normal incidence of irradiation at room temperature. The full line corresponding
to the sum of CPGE and linear photogalvanic effect (LPGE) is fitted by angle
dependences of the photocurrent afterjx = j1 sin 2ϕ + j2 sin 4ϕ (see (3)), where
j1 and j2 are the ordinate scaling parameters. Dotted and broken lines show
jx = j1 sin 2ϕ and jx = j2 sin 4ϕ, respectively.

the phenomenological theory which yields

jλ = χλµν

(
Eµ(ω)E∗

ν (ω) + E∗

µ(ω)Eν(ω)
)
/2 + iγλκ (E × E∗)κ , (1)

whereχλµν is a third rank tensor andγλκ is a second-rank pseudo-tensor.
The second term on the right-hand side of (1) can be expressed using i(E × E∗)κ =

êκ PcircE2
0 with E0 being the electric field amplitude|E|. Because of the factorPcirc, indicating the

degree of circular polarization, this term is identified with the CPGE [5] and optical orientation
induced SGE [8], while the first term of (1) contributes also for linearly polarized light and
hence represents the LPGE [9, 10, 18, 19]. Both effects exist only in systems without a center of
inversion. For the case ofCs symmetry relevant to the samples investigated here and at normal
incidence (1) reduces to the form

jx = χxxy

(
exe∗

y + eye
∗

x

)
E2

0 +γxz E2
0 Pc, (2)

and gives an analytical dependence of the current on the phase angleϕ

jx = χxxyE
2
0sin 4ϕ +γxz E2

0sin 2ϕ. (3)

Therefore the observed interplay of two terms can be attributed to current contributions
caused by circular (jx ∝ sin 2ϕ) and linear (jx ∝ sin 4ϕ) photogalvanic effects. As it is seen
from figure 1 both contributions are of the same order of magnitude which makes possible
their experimental separation. In the present work, we examine only helicity dependent
photocurrents, i.e. currents which reverse their sign upon switching the radiation helicity.
In order to extract such a current contribution,Jcirc

x ∝ Pcirc, from the measured total current
we determined the response toσ+ andσ− radiation and evaluated the data after

Jcirc
x =

[
Jx(σ+) − Jx(σ−)

]
/2 . (4)
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Figure 2. Spectrum of helicity dependent photocurrentJcirc
x normalized to the

laser powerP measured in sample A illuminated by infrared laser radiation
under normal incidence (squares) and spectrum of optical transmission ratio
Tp/Ts (dashed line) for light of p- and s-polarization, respectively. The solid
line is a guide to the eye. The transmission spectrum is measured under oblique
incidence at20 = 60◦.

Investigating the spectral behavior of the photocurrent excited by the MIR radiation, we
observe that the current for both left- and right-handed circular polarizations changes sign at a
frequencyω = ωinv. This inversion frequencyωinv coincides with the frequency of the absorption
peak.

In figure 2, the photocurrentJcirc
x as a function of photon energy is plotted together with

the absorption spectrum. The data are presented for sample A measured at room temperature.
The fact that the photocurrent changes sign by tuning the wavelength indicates that it is mainly
caused by the CPGE outweighing the SGE [20].

The physical origin of the CPGE illustrating the spectral sign inversion of the current at the
center of the absorption line is sketched in figure3 after [21]. In zinc-blende QW structures
the degeneracy ink-space is lifted due to the spin–orbit coupling. In asymmetrical (110)-
oriented samples theσzkx contribution to the Hamiltonian, responsible for the effect under
normal incidence, splits the electron spectrum into spin sub-levels with the spin components
sz = ±1/2 along the growth directionz (σz is a Pauli matrix). As a result of optical selection
rules, normally incident circularly polarized radiation, e.g.σ−, induces direct optical transitions
from the subbande1 with the spinsz = +1/2 to the subbande2 with sz = −1/2. Monochromatic
radiation with a certain photon energy, sayhω1 > ε21, induces the transitions only at a fixed
wavevectork−

x where the photon energy matches the transition energy as indicated by the
vertical arrow in figure3(a). Thus, the intersubband excitation results in an imbalance of the
momentum distribution between positive and negativekx in both subbands yielding an electric
current. As in our QWs the energy separation between the subbandsε21 is larger than the
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Figure 3. Microscopic picture describing the origin of the inversion of the
photocurrent inCs point group samples. The essential ingredient is the splitting
of the conduction band due tok-linear terms. Right-handed circularly polarized
radiation, σ−, induces direct spin-flip transitions (vertical arrows) frome1
subband withsz = +1/2 toe2 subband withsz = −1/2. As a result an unbalanced
occupation of thekx states occurs yielding a spin polarized photocurrent. (a) For
transitions withk−

x left of the minimum ofe1 (sz = +1/2) subband the current
indicated by jx is negative. (b) At smallerhω the transition occurs atk+

x , now
right of the subband minimum, and the current reverses its sign.

energy of longitudinal optical phonons (ε21 ≈ 100 meV,h̄�LO = 35 meV), the nonequilibrium
distribution of electrons in the subbande2 relaxes rapidly due to the emission of phonons. In this
way, the contribution of the subbande2 to the electric current vanishes. Therefore, the
magnitude Y and the direction of the currentjx, shown in figure3(a) by the horizontal arrow, is
determined by the group velocity and the momentum relaxation timeτe1 of the photogenerated
‘holes’ in the subbande1. Obviously, the whole picture mirrors and the current direction
reverses by switching the circular polarization from left- to right-handed. Spectral inversion
of the photocurrent at fixed helicity also follows from this model picture. Indeed, as is shown in
figure3(b), decreasing the photon frequency toh̄ω2 shifts the transitions toward positivekx and
the direction of the current reverses (horizontal arrow). The inversion of the current direction
takes place at the photon energy corresponding to the optical transitions from the spin subband
minima. This mechanism is based on the Dresselhaus spin splitting due toσzkx terms and
predicts, in accordance with the phenomenological theory, that the current reaches a maximum
at normal incidence and becomes smaller under oblique incidence keeping the same direction.

3.2. Oblique incidence

Now we consider the dependence of thej circ
x = jx(σ+) − jx(σ−) on the angle of incidence2 for

excitation in thexz-plane. ForCs-symmetry the phenomenological theory yields

j circ
x = γxz tpts

qz

q
E2

0. (5)
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term on the right-hand side of (8), and the sum of both terms, respectively. The
inset shows the geometry of the experiment.

where tp and ts are the transmission coefficients for the p and s polarization components of
the light electric field,q is the light wavevector inside the medium. The dependence of the
photocurrent on the angle of incidence20 is given byqz/q = cos2 and by Fresnel’s formulas
for tp andts,

tpts =
4 cos2 20

(cos20 + nω cos2)(nω cos20 + cos2)
, (6)

where2 is the angle of refraction defined by sin2 = sin20/nω, andnω is the refractive index
of the medium.

In the whole THz range, where the photocurrent is caused by Drude absorption, we found
that the dependence of the currentJcirc

x on the angle of incidence is well described by (5) and (6).
However, in the infrared range a significant discrepancy to these equations is observed.
In contrast to the sign conserving behavior of the photocurrent given bytptscos2, the signal
in the samples changes its sign twice (see figure4)5. For the sample B the inversion takes place
at 20 ≈ ±30◦. This inversion of the current direction as a function of the angle of incidence
cannot be explained in the framework of the conventional theory of the CPGE or the optically
excited spin-galvanic effect. These theories ignore the linear momentum transfer from photons
to free carriers. Taking into account the linear momentum of the photon, neglected previously
in (1) and (5), we obtain an additional contribution to the current excited by circularly polarized

5 We note that at oblique incidence a substantial helicity independent contribution to the total current is found.
This contribution is due to the linear photogalvanic effect [15, 16] and the linear photon drag effect [14, 15], which
are out of the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, the helicity dependent contributionJcirc

x is large enough compared
to this background current and is easily measurable.
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light. Then, the total helicity dependent photocurrent in structures ofCs symmetry is given by

jx = tpts

{[
(γxz + qzTxzz)

qz

q

]
+ qxTxxx

qx

q

}
E2

0 Pc , (7)

whereT is the third rank tensor which describes the circular photon drag effect. Following (7)
one obtains the angular dependence of the photocurrent

jx = tpts
{[

(γxz + qTxzzcos2) cos2
]

+ qTxxx sin2 2
}

E2
0 Pc. (8)

Equation (8) shows that the circular photon drag effect given by terms containing the
linear photon momentumq can be observed, in principle, at both normal (2 = 0) and oblique
incidence. However, the distinction between contributions of the CPGE and of the circular
photon drag effect for2 = 0 is not an easy task. It may be done keeping in mind that the
replacementPc → −Pc andqz → −qz in (7) conserves the first term in the square brackets on
the right-hand side of (7) while changing the sign of the second term. Experimentally it can be
realized by putting a mirror behind the sample and comparing the current magnitudes with and
without the mirror. However, such a method requires very high accuracy of adjustment.

Much more reliable access to the circular photon drag effect is provided by studying the
angular dependence of the photocurrent. Indeed, the terms in square brackets in (8) have a
maximum at normal incidence and their contribution to the current decreases with increasing
angle of incidence. At the same time the circular photon drag effect given by the last term
in (8) vanishes at normal incidence and increases with|20|. This interplay of the current
contributions may result in the observed two-fold sign inversion of the total current by the
variation of20 from −π/2 to π/2, if the circular photon drag and the CPGE photocurrents
flow in opposite directions. The fits of (8) to the experimental data for structure B is shown
in figure 4. The plotted curves represent the terms in square brackets (dotted curves), the last
term on the right-hand side of (8) (dashed curves), and the sum of both terms (solid curves). To
fit the data, we use an ordinate scaling parameter for the dotted curve to obtain agreement at
normal incidence, where the last term on the right-hand side of (8) vanishes. Then, the dashed
curve is scaled to fit the data in the whole range of the angle of incidence20. It is seen that
the phenomenological equation (8) describes well the experimental angular dependence of the
photocurrent. The contribution to the circular photon drag effect given by the componentTxxx

reaches its maximum at20 ≈ ±50◦.

4. Microscopic model of circular photon drag effect

Now we discuss the microscopic picture of the observed circular photon drag effect given by
the last term on the right-hand side of (7). The tensorT is not invariant under time inversion.
Therefore, dissipative processes should be involved in the microscopic model of the effect. The
proposed model includes three stages.

The first stage is a helicity and photon wavevector dependent photoexcitation. The
intersubband absorption of circularly polarized radiation is a spin dependent process. While
at normal incidence the absorption of circularly polarized light is due to spin-flip processes
(see figure3), under oblique excitation due to selection rules the absorption is dominated by
spin conserving transitions [22]. However, the rates of these spin conserving transitions are
different for electrons with the spin oriented parallel and antiparallel to the in-plane direction
of light propagation (x in figure 5(a)). In figure5(b), the dominating optical transitions are
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Figure 5. Sketch of the geometry of the experiment (a) and the three sequential
stages of the microscopic model of the circular photon drag effect: (b) helicity
and photon wavevector dependent photoexcitation, (c) spin rotation in an
effective magnetic field caused by spin–orbit coupling, and (d) asymmetrical
spin relaxation resulting in an electric current flow due to the SGE.

sketched by an inclined arrow to take into account the linear momentum of the photon involved.
As a result of the linear momentum transfer the optical transitions occur at a distinct initial
electron wavevector determined by energy and momentum conservation. The angular momenta
of photons yield a spin polarizationSx at kx1 and −Sx at kx2 in the subbandse1 and e2,
respectively. These spin polarizations are indicated in figure5(b) by solid and dashed horizontal
arrows. While optical excitation results in a spin polarization at well determined wavevectors,
kx1 in the subbande1 andkx2 in e2, the electrons in the upper subband have sufficient energy
to emit optical phonons and rapidly relax due to this process. Thus, the spin polarizationSx in
the lower subband only is connected with electrons with the well defined momentum (kx1 in
figure5(b)).

The second stage is spin precession in an effective magnetic field caused by the Rashba or
the Dresselhaus spin–orbit coupling. The orientation and the strength of this effective magnetic
field is determined by the direction and the magnitude of the electron wave vector. As our
optical excitation results in the spin polarizationSx of electrons with the certain wavevectorkx1,
the effective magnetic field linked to this wavevector acts on the electron spin. The spins of the
electrons, directed just after photoexcitation along thex-axis, precess in the effective magnetic
field which has both�z ∝ kx and�y ∝ kx components. As a consequence of the precession
the spin componentsSy and Sz appear, see figure5(c) for componentSz. Under steady-state
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excitation the generation rates of the spin componentsSy andSz are determined by the average
angle of spin rotation in the effective magnetic field.

In the third stage, the nonequilibrium spin polarizationSz obtained in the first two stages
of the proposed model description drives an electric current. This is due to the SGE caused
by asymmetric spin relaxation [8]. The mechanism is briefly sketched in figure5(d) where
we, as in the inset of figure3, take into account the spin–orbit splitting of the subbands
due toσzkx-terms in the effective Hamiltonian. The difference in carrier populations in the
spin branchessz = ±1/2 of the ground subband (n↑ > n↓) causes spin relaxation. The rate of
spin-flip scattering depends on the electron wavevectors in the initial and final states that are
illustrated by bent arrows of different thicknesses. The transitions of different rates lead to an
asymmetric distribution of electrons within each spin branch. As a result an electric current
jx arises. A symmetry analysis shows that the relaxation of the spin componentSy is also
accompanied by generation of an electric current along thex-direction.

The process of the third stage, SGE, was already studied in [8, 20, 23]. Therefore, we
concentrate below on the first two stages and consider them as a specific kind of optical
orientation of electron spins, which is caused by simultaneous transfer of photon linear and
angular momenta to the carriers.

The intersubband light absorption in n-doped QW structures is a resonant process and is
possible if the photon energy equals the energy spacing between the subbands. In the single-
band approximation, direct optical transitions from the subbande1 to the subbande2 conserve
spin orientation and can be induced only under oblique incidence of the light with nonzero p
component of polarization. These selection rules are violated if one takes into accountk · p
admixture of the valence-band states to the conduction-band wavefunctions. In this model the
light of both s- and p-polarization can induce intersubband optical transitions, and the transitions
become spin dependent [21, 22]. We assume that electrons occupy the ground subbande1 and
the size-quantization energy is substantially larger than the mean kinetic energy in the QW
plane. Then, the spin matrix of electron photogeneration in the subbande1 has the form

Gk = −
2π

h̄
M†M fk δ(h̄ω + ε1,k − ε2,k+q‖

), (9)

whereM is a 2× 2 matrix describing the intersubband optical transitions,M is the hermitian
conjugate matrix,fk is the function of equilibrium carrier distribution,ε1,k = h̄2k2/2m∗ and
ε2,k = ε21 + h̄2k2/2m∗ are the electron dispersions in the subbandse1 ande2, respectively,m∗

is the effective electron mass,ε21 is the energy spacing between the subbands, andq‖ is the in-
plane component of the photon wavevector. Theδ-function in (9) reflects the resonant behavior
of the intersubband optical transitions. In real QW structures the spectral width of the resonance
is broadened due to finite scattering time of carriers, fluctuations of the QW width, etc. To
describe the broadening one can replace theδ-function by a normalized functionδ0 which
corresponds to the absorption spectrum in the real structure. To first order in thek · p theory, the
matrix M is given by [22]

M = −
eA

cm∗
p21

[
ez 3(ex − iey)

−3(ex + iey) ez

]
, (10)

where A is the amplitude of the electro-magnetic wave related to the light intensity by
I = A2ω2nω/(2πc), c is the light velocity, andp21 is the momentum matrix element between
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the envelope functions of size quantizationϕ1(z) andϕ2(z) in the subbandse1 ande2,

p21 = −ih̄
∫

ϕ2(z)
∂

∂z
ϕ1(z) dz. (11)

The parameter3 originates fromk · p admixture of valence-band states to the electron
wavefunction and is given by

3 =
ε211(2Eg +1)

2Eg(Eg +1)(3Eg + 21)
, (12)

whereEg is the energy of the band gap, and1 is the energy of spin–orbit splitting of the valence
band.

Absorption of circularly polarized light leads to spin orientation of photoexcited carriers.
We assume that the momentum relaxation timeτe1 is shorter than the precession period in the
effective magnetic field,�τe1 � 1. Then, the spin generation rate in the subbande1 has the
form [24]

Ṡ=

∑
k

gk +
∑

k

τe1[� × gk], (13)

wheregk = Tr(σGk)/2 is the rate of spin photogeneration into states with the wave vectork, σ

is the vector of the Pauli matrices. The first term in (13) describes optical orientation of carriers
in the moment of photoexcitation, while the second term stands for spin orientation, which is
caused by spin dependent asymmetry of excitation ink-space followed by spin precession in the
effective magnetic field. It is the term that describes optical orientation by circularly polarized
light, which is related to the transfer of photon linear momenta to charge carriers and vanishes
if q‖ = 0.

In asymmetrically (110)-grown QW structures the Larmor frequency corresponding to the
effective magnetic field has the form

� =
2

h̄
(βxyky, βyxkx, βzxkx), (14)

whereβxy, βyx andβzx are constants of the spin–orbit interaction. As in the experiment described
above, we consider that the light wavevectorq lies in thexz-plane. Then, for the Boltzmann
distribution of carriers, one derives

Ṡx = 3ηz(h̄ω)
qx

2q

I Pc

h̄ω
, (15)

Ṡy = −qx ε̄ 3
βzxτe1

h̄

qx

q

dηz(h̄ω)

d h̄ω

I Pc

h̄ω
, (16)

Ṡz =

[
ηz(h̄ω)32 qz

2q
+ qxε̄ 3

βyxτe1

h̄

qx

q

dηz(h̄ω)

d h̄ω

]
I Pc

h̄ω
, (17)

whereε̄ = kBT is the mean kinetic energy of equilibrium carriers,T is the temperature,ηz(h̄ω)

is the QW absorbance for light polarized along the growth direction,

ηz(h̄ω) =
4π2α

nω

h̄|p21|
2

m∗2ω
ns δ0(h̄ω − ε21) , (18)

andα is the fine-structure constant.
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As addressed above, relaxation of spin componentsSy and Sz in (110)-oriented QW
structures is accompanied by the generation of an electric current along thex-axis due to
the SGE. Equations (16) and (17) show that spin componentsSy andSz contain contributions
proportional to the photon wavevectorqx and the light helicityPc. Therefore, the generated
photocurrent can be gathered in a class of photon drag effects denoted as the circular photon
drag effect.

5. Conclusion

We demonstrated that in (110)-grown GaAs QWs, circular polarized infrared radiation and
THz radiation induce photocurrents which change sign upon reversing the radiation helicity.
It is shown that two microscopic mechanisms, comprising the CPGE and the circular photon
drag effect, are responsible for these photocurrents. The microscopic mechanism of current
formation by the CPGE is closely related to photocurrents observed in (113)-oriented n-type
GaAs QWs [21]. To describe the circular photon drag effect we developed a microscopic theory
which explains all observed features including helicity and angle of incidence dependencies.
The theory is based on optical spin orientation being sensitive to the photon wavevector.
Subsequent asymmetric spin relaxation results in the photocurrent.
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